
Environmental Science
Chapter 3
Plate Tectonics Webquest
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Objectives:
-to learn about types of Plate Boundaries
-to learn about Plate Boundary Interactions
-to familiarize yourself with the Plate Tectonic Map of the World
-to understand and familiarize yourself with past Plate Movement and the supercontinent Pangea
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Part 1. Plate Boundary Interactions

Go to the website: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aso/tryit/tectonics/# and click on "Go directly to Plate
Tectonics Activity"

1. Drag each of the arrows in the activity to see the plate interactions. List and describe from left to
right each type of plate boundary shown in the activity.

Part 2. Plate Tectonic Maps

Now go to http://3enalrgsfe-nasa.^:ov/res£ar-< man/Lowman_mapl_le.jpg and you will see a plate
tectonic map of the world^Resnliemouse~OTTtlie~bQttOLtrL£ight comer of the map and after a couple of
seconds an enl3r^entgnt icon should appear. Click on this icon-fS~gee-the-xoa^in full size. Now you can
useJhe-sCrbll bars on the side and bottom to maneuver around the map.
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2. Usmg-the-fcey-a-t-t-he-bot-tem-ofAhe-map^what is happening in Idaho, tectonically speaking?
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3. ^Gr-oU-ever-to-A-sia-and-ieea-te-theJ-a-va-lTeneh. This is where the Indian Plate and Eurasian Plate
interact. What kind of plate interaction occurs here, that was responsible for the December 26,2004
tsunami?
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4. SGT-ell-over-t® Iceland and find the Reykjanes Ridge. Do you see how close these volcanoes along this

ridge are to Europe? Could they have caused enough smoke and ash to shut down air travel there
because of visibility? What type of plate interaction occurs here?

Go to httD://emvc.geol.ucsb.edu/2 infopgs/IPBReeTect/dNoPacific.html

5. How does the plate boundary along the west coast of the United States change over time?

Go to littD://emvc.eeol.ucsb.edu/forteachers/flashmovies/Paneea.swfWait for the movie to download.
This is a movie showing how the plates looked around 150 million years ago, when all the continents
were together fanning the "supercontinent" Pangea, and how the plates moved through time to their
present configuration.

5. What continents did North America used to be attached to during Pangea time?

Go to www.gaearthquakeinsurance.com/fault-lines/ This contains data up to 1999, therefore it does not
contain the most recent earthquakes in North Georgia.

6. What is the symbol for small earthquakes? Larger earthquakes?

7. Find Hall County, do you see any earthquakes near (around) there? What counties does the nearest
fault line go through?


